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ABSTRACT:	
What if in discussion the critic refuses to recognize an emotionally expressed (alleged) argument of her interlocutor as an argument? In this paper, we shall deal with this reproach, which taken literally amounts to a charge of having committed a fallacy of non-argumentation. As such it is a very strong, if not the ultimate, criticism, which even carries the risk of abandonment of the discussion and can, therefore, not be made without burdening oneself with correspondingly strong obligations. We want to specify the fallacies of non-argumentation and their dialectic, i.e., the proper way to criticize them, the appropriate ways for the arguer to react to such criticism, and the appropriate ways for the critic to follow up on these reactions. Among the types of fallacy of non-argumentation, the emphasis will be on the appeal to popular sentiments (argumentum ad populum). Our aim is to reach for cases of (alleged) non-argumentation a survey of dialectical possibilities. By making the disputants themselves responsible for the place of emotion in their dialogues, we hope to contribute to a further development of the theory of dialectical obligations. 
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1. Introduction

Among the ways of criticizing an (alleged) argument, fallacy criticism counts as a harsh, if not rude, way to treat one’s opponent and among fallacy criticisms the accusation of having presented no argument at all may count as the harshest condemnation of all. Fallacy criticisms, generally, ask for repair and provide access to a metadialogue to deal with the problem but the accusation of “non-argumentation,” by denying the other’s contribution the status of an argument, seems to leave no room for amendments or further discussion. See, for instance, the criticisms directed to those who try to reject gay marriage by expression of their gut feelings (Case 1). 

CASE 1: Gay marriage

	Two alleged cases of non-argumentatation:

(a) Beauty pageant contestant Carrie Prejean, asked about gay marriage a few weeks ago, summed up her view this way: "In my country and in my family, I think that I believe that marriage should be between a man and a woman." (Chait 2009)

(b) Around the same time, Rudy Giuliani framed his own thinking in similar terms: "Marriage, I believe, both traditionally and legally, has always been between a man and a woman and should remain between a man and woman." (Chait 2009)

Jonathan Chait criticized Prejean and Giuliano by charges of non-argumentation:

(c) It's a really strange way for them to summarize their argument, because it's not an argument at all. ... (Chait 2009)

Another case:

(d) As the civil rights fight for marriage equity continues in the wake of Sen. Rob Portman’s decision to support the right of individuals to marry, Americans were treated to a perfect example of the Republican Party's incoherency on legal discrimination. 
		Asked about Portman's change of heart, House Speaker John Boehner explained on ABC's This Week, "I believe that marriage is the union of a man and a woman."
		Asked if his position might change, Boehner explained and elaborated:
"Listen, I believe that marriage is the union of one man and one woman. … It's what I grew up with. It's what I believe. It's what my church teaches me. And I can't imagine that position would ever change.” (Leon 2013) 

Michael Leon, who also expresses agreement with Chait, criticizes Boehner by a charge of non-argumentation:

(e) Boehner's repeated assertions that he feels this way because he feels this way is not an argument … (Leon 2013).

These cases are not so simple as they may appear. For one thing, in order for a fallacy charge of non-argumentation to be appropriate, the accused should be in a position where an argument is called for. A mere expression of one’s opinion, where this opinion has not been called into question, cannot amount to a fallacy of non-argumentation. Chait and Leon seem to suppose that in the cases they consider this condition has been met. For the uninformed reader this is doubtful in case (a), whereas as it is more likely in cases (b) and (d), which deal with politicians. Giuliani, however, suggests a kind of argument when he refers to tradition and Boehner invokes the teaching of his church, which amounts to an argument from authority.  As another example, where the charge of non-argumentation seems even harder to substantiate, we offer:

CASE 2: Mandatory helmets

Column writer Linda Donaldson defending her thesis that wearing a helmet should be a legal requirement for cyclers in the city of Bath, admits that

There are not proper statistics to prove either way the effectiveness of helmets in reducing serious head injuries or fatalities, as the data following accidents is simply not collected.

She then continues, writing:

But anecdotal evidence and personal experience tells me helmets should be worn. I grew up in the 70s when we did not wear cycling helmets. However my opinion changed when my daughter suffered a bad head injury after she sledged into a wall. If she had been wearing a helmet she would have simply dazed herself and prevented a week in hospital as well as several months recuperation […] … accidents can and do happen to even the most careful and experienced cyclist. […] Wearing seatbelts in cars was only required by law in 1983 and only compulsory in the rear of cars in 1991, but nowadays belting up is second nature and you would never dream of not ensuring your children are securely fastened in before driving off, so surely wearing a cycling helmet should be the same? (Donaldson, 2013)

In response, Vince Baughan, writes:

It is a truth universally accepted by intelligent people, that an emotive argument does not an argument make, and a single incident cannot a statistical trend infer. Or in other words, one accident and the circumstances therefrom, cannot, and certainly should not, be used as an excuse to introduce Draconian and misguided laws […] … those who […] advocate compulsion in matters headgear should read around the subject and not […] seek to justify the bad law with emotive argument. […]  Ms Donaldson, […] leave the grown-ups to make up their own minds, based on the facts, not your emotions. (Baughan, 2013 p. 28).

	In some cases, then, accusing the other of having failed to present argumentation may at first sight seem to the point but is actually overdoing things. Means of defense are, and should be, available to the accused. Maybe it can be explained that an argument is contained in what was labeled as non-argumentation. Or perhaps it can be justified that no argument was needed at this point. Of course, these responses might misfire so that the original critic should have an opportunity to try and dismantle them. As long as this discussion lasts, there has been no “abandonment of discussion” (Fearnside & Holther 1959, Section 39, pp. 132-133). It is our task in this paper to investigate the ways discussants deal or should deal with such situations and thus formulate “a dialectic of non-argumentation.”
	According to the pragma-dialectical theory of fallacies, the fallacies of non-argumentation constitute a violation of Commandment 4 of the Code of Conduct (van Eemeren & Grootendorst 2004): the relevance rule. “ Standpoints may not be defended by non-argumentation or argumentation that is not relevant to the standpoint” (2004, p. 192). In an earlier publication, the fallacies of non-argumentation were labeled as those using “nonargumentative means of persuasion,” and Commandment 4 was formulated as Rule 4 of the Rules for Critical Discussion (van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1992). Other violations of the same rule do present argumentation but no argumentation relevant to the standpoint at issue (cases of ignoratio elenchi). Characteristic fallacies of non-argumentation substitute either pathos or ethos for logos. In the first case, argumentation is replaced by playing on the emotions of the audience (argumentum ad populum); in the second case it is replaced by stressing one’s own qualities as a reliable source (argumentum ad verecundiam). There are other kinds of ad populum and ad verecundiam, which are not specimens of non-argumentation. In this paper, we shall concentrate on cases of non-argumentation of the ad populum variety.
	Since the argumentum ad populum is characterized as substituting emotions for arguments, we are immediately concerned with the role of emotion in argument. In Section 2, we shall review some of the relevant literature on this issue from a dialectical point of view. Next, we need to circumscribe which moves in an argumentative discussion may plausibly – or prima facie – count as cases of non-argumentation (Section 3). Having in this way pinpointed the fallacy, we do not want to stop there but continue our study by investigating the (actual or required) means for the critic to protest against it (Section 4). As we think that in some cases these protests can be answered, we turn in Section 5 to the possible reactions of the alleged ad populum arguer to the fallacy charge of his critic and in Section 6 to the critic’s reply. Generally, non-argumentation seems a bad thing, and its criticism a good thing. Yet, we shall try to point out some advantages of the former (Section 7) and some drawbacks of the latter (Section 8). In Section 9 we present a survey of the dialectic of non-argumentation. 


2. Emotion in argument

Emotion
One possible view on the place of emotion in argument is to view it primarily as a source of fallacies, such as the fallacies of ad populum (anger, ridicule, contempt), ad misericordiam (pity), ad baculum (fear), and ad verecundiam (diffidence). However, in argumentation theory, a number of subtle accounts of emotion in argument are available that allow for argumentative contributions that are emotional but nonfallacious. Michael Gilbert, for one, has shown how disputants can employ their own emotions to reduce their disagreements in a reasonable manner (1997). Douglas Walton, for another, has argued extensively that appeals to the emotions of one’s audience are not in all circumstances fallacious. Below, after having explained our use of the term ‘emotion,’ we discuss Gilbert’s and Walton’s accounts of emotion in argument as we examine how an arguer may employ his own or his addressee’s emotions in an argumentative discussion. We conclude with a discussion of a case of deliberate use of emotion in a political context.
	Our use of the term “emotion” is based on Ben-Ze’ev’s (2010) explanation of that term (as well as the term “sentiment”). In Ben-Ze’ev’s view, an emotion is a mode of a person’s mental system (distinguishable from the perceptual, imaginative and intellectual modes), that is generated by changes that are evaluated as having some significant impact on that person (p. 44). In his account, a prototypical emotion such as being happy has four general characteristics: It is unstable, intense, partial (by having a narrow target and by expressing a personal perspective, p. 45), and brief. Ben-Ze’ev distinguishes between four components of an emotion (p. 47). Feeling is the first component of an emotion and separated from the three other components by being “non-intentional” (in the sense of having no reference to an object). In other words: One may undergo some feeling without the feeling being about something. The other three components are “intentional”: They are always about something. Information about the object of an emotion, constitutes an emotion’s second component, referred to as cognition. Ben-Ze’ev stresses that the cognitive component is often distorted because of the partiality of an emotion, the intensity of the feeling, and the personal impact of the change that gives rise to the emotion (p. 47). On the other hand, he also mentions cognitive advantages: “While being close, you may understand better some aspects of the situation you are in. Moreover, emotional arousal increases attentional capacity. Accordingly, emotions typically increase memory” (p. 48). Evaluation is the third component. An emotion contains either a negative or a positive evaluation of the target of the emotion. Motivation is the fourth component. An emotion may influence an agent to change his or her desires or to take some action. Like the emotions, the sentiments are part of the affective domain, yet as compared to emotions, they are less connected to a particular occurrent state of the person involved, and are, instead, of a more dispositional nature, such as enduring love or grief. In both cases, there is an evaluative component. Whenever we use the term emotion, we shall refer to both emotions and sentiments in Ben-Ze’ev’s senses of those two terms. 
We distinguish between two uses of an emotion in argument that are prima facie both of dialectical relevance. The first concerns devices for the presentation of argumentation and the second devices for obtaining concessions from one’s interlocutor. We discuss these two uses in turn.

Emotion as a presentational device
First, in the course of an argumentative exchange, the expression of an emotion can be used by the proponent of a standpoint to express part of his argumentation. Gilbert provides a number of cases that exemplify what we might label emotion used as a presentational device. In one of these examples Jill asks Jack: “But why should I marry you, Jack?” and Jack answers: “Because I love you as life itself” (p. 83). According to Gilbert, this dialogue exemplifies what he calls the emotional mode of argumentation, which he distinguishes from argumentation in its logical, visceral (bodily), and kisceral (intuitive-mystical) modes. In Gilbert’s view, argumentation theory should not eschew the chaotic-emotional arguments (pp. 34-35), for one because the “force and persuasive power [of Jack’s argument] come almost entirely from its emotional aspect” (p. 83) and any attempt to reconstruct it as an enthymematic “logical argument” fails to do justice to the fact that its source of information as well as its mode of presentation is primarily (though not per se exclusively) emotional.
We underwrite Gilbert’s view that emotion is “inextricable from the logic of the argument” (p. 40). Nevertheless, we conceive of emotional arguments as (part of) the attempts by a proponent to convince his opponent(s) on grounds that can be evaluated as acceptable or unacceptable and as having, or lacking, sufficient justificatory force. Therefore, we are not inclined to distinguish a logical mode from other modes, such as an emotional one. Rather, we would like to understand the emotion, so used, as a device that allows of a logical analysis and evaluation. Therefore, we suppose that Gilbert’s “I love you” example can be seen as a – successful or unsuccessful – attempt to provide a reasonable, dialectical, and – in a broad sense of that term – logical argument. 
Suppose, Jack utters the words “I love you” in an emotional, nondetached, even somewhat theatrical manner. Then, in so far as the emotion of being-in-love plays an argumentative role, we propose to reconstruct Jack’s argumentation as having the following propositional structure: “(1) Jill, you should marry me because (2) I love you as life itself; and (2) I love you like life itself because (3) I act and speak like some-one who is really in love with you.” Jack expresses the basic premise, proposition 3, by his (attempt at) making this proposition true by his very behavior, his tone of voice, mimicry, and so on. This reconstruction is justified by the prima facie legitimacy for Jill to either challenge the acceptability of proposition 3 (“You act like a clown”) or to challenge that proposition 3 is a good reason for proposition 2 (“You might just be play-acting”).
A comparable example of this argumentative use of emotion was suggested by Whately (1963 [1828, 1846]. p.113, discussed in Walton 1992, p. 68-69) where he states that a failure to act indignant in response to an accusation may make you appear guilty and thus constitute a tactical error. This suggests that an indignant response can be analyzed as expressing a reason by the defending proponent to make the addressee accept that the accusation might actually be false, after all. 
Expressed emotions of being in love (or of indignation) may also have other functions. Possibly, Jack’s behavior merely seduces Jill into believing that Jack loves her, rather than getting her to accept that proposition on the strength of the argument. Likewise, in the case of indignation the expressed emotion may merely trick the addressee into believing that the speaker is innocent. In so-far as the emotion is manipulative in such a way, it is inimical to the spirit of a critical discussion (though not necessarily morally objectionable).

Emotion as a device for obtaining concessions 
Micheli (2010) explains that an emotion has a cognitive, and more in particular an evaluative component, which can be argued for. He starts from a psychological approach to emotion called appraisal theory, which emphasizes, just like Ben-Aziz does, that an emotion contains an evaluation of something. We agree with Micheli that this view on emotion helps to explain how a person can reasonably and successfully argue in favor of the appropriateness of particular feelings within particular situations. We would like to add that the cognitive, evaluative, and motivational components of an emotion also help to explain why a proponent may want to arouse an emotion in his audience.
Suppose that a proponent arouses in his opponent a certain emotion, say the feeling of fear for nuclear power plants. Suppose further that this emotion has certain cognitive, evaluative, and motivational components associated with propositions to the effect that nuclear power plants involve considerable risks, that they are prima facie bad things, and that they should, if possible, not be constructed. Then, in so-far as the opponent shows signs of her aroused emotion (say she has a fearful look), she conveys her sympathy for the contents of the cognitive, evaluative, and motivational components of the emotion, i.e., the propositions that nuclear power plants involve considerable risks, that they are bad things, and that their construction should be abandoned. This may count as implicitly conceding these propositions. Even though they have not yet been overtly granted, it is very plausible that it has become more difficult for the opponent to challenge these propositions when the proponent starts to use them as his premises in his case against the current nuclear power policy. In other terms: The arousal of emotion can be used for obtaining (implicit) concessions.
Thus, a second way to use emotion in argument for a proponent is to express emotion for the purpose of obtaining concessions from the addressees. In such cases, emotions are not primarily aimed at conveying those propositions that constitute the argumentation that the proponent step-wise constructs, even though that may also be part of the proponent’s full message. Instead, the primary purpose of the expression of emotion is to remind the opponent that she is, or that she should be, committed to one or more propositions that are part of the proponent’s case. Essential to this use of emotion is that the opponent addressed will be emotionally aroused, preferably even noticeably so, so that, in one way or another, it becomes harder for her to challenge or otherwise remain critical towards the position of the proponent. Walton’s theory of emotion in argument deals mainly with examples of this second usage. In Walton’s view too, emotions are closely connected to an arguer’s concessions. A first connection is that an emotional appeal “can link an argument to an arguer’s so-called dark-side commitments on an issue” (Walton 1992, p. 27) and reveal these implicitly, and deeply, felt commitments. A second connection is that “emotions have a steering function as presumptive bases for reasoning” (p. 256). For example, the feeling of sympathy may guide a reasoner on the following, prima facie legitimate, yet presumptive and defeasible, maxim: “If you feel sympathy, steer towards supportive action” (p. 256).
Walton (1999, Chapter 7) distinguishes between a number of different subtypes of ad populum argumentation, and in our view some of these subtypes are especially susceptible to the “that’s no argument” critique, to wit appeal to popular sentiments, the rhetoric of belonging, common folks ad populum, and finally mob appeal. Interestingly, none of these types of argument are inherently fallacious, in Walton’s view, even though he identifies possible misuses that may make them degenerate into fallacies. These four types of ad populum arguments in some way or other directly appeal to the commitments of the addressees. In other types of ad populum, the strategy rather is to appeal to the idea that other people are committed to some proposition, which is then put forward as a basis for the addressee to accept that proposition (1999, p. 198). This distinction roughly corresponds to the two subtypes of ad populum Van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1992. p. 213) distinguish, to wit violations of the Relevance Rule (non-argumentation) and violations of the Argumentation Scheme Rule (appeal to popularity). We will deal with each of these in turn.
An appeal to popular sentiments, according to Walton’s view, is the kind of argument in which the proponent appeals to a particular sentiment, popular presumption, bias, prejudice, or conventional wisdom that happens to be available as a commitment of the addressee's within a certain situation at a certain point in time (pp. 209-212). Distinct from other arguments that appeal to the audience’s commitments, the commitments at play in an appeal to popular sentiments are “highly retractable and unstable” (p. 212). By way of example, Walton points to public discourse in North America during World War II, in which an arguer might refer to the Germans or the Japanese as bad people – which in that context had the weight of presumption – thereby invoking negative feelings about these people on the audience’s part, in the expectation that this would help him to persuade this audience of the view that we should fight the Germans and the Japanese (p. 210). As we understand it, if the opponent shares the sentiment appealed to, she probably is prepared to publicly commit herself to the associated evaluations, which can then be used by the proponent to make his case. For instance, if an American opponent during WWII happens to get negative associations when hearing the word German, she may be disposed to evaluate propositions such as “We should enter the war and defeat the Germans” positively. What is more, if she shows signs of such negative sentiments, it becomes more difficult for her to challenge the proposition at hand, for the proponent now seems to be in a position to ask for an explanation of the incongruity of challenging that proposition while showing this particular sentiment.
The rhetoric of belonging is a term adopted from Bailey (1983, p. 135), referring to the tactic of dividing the world into “us” and “them,” making it clear that failure to agree with the proponent’s position will exclude one from the group, thereby discouraging the addressees from disagreeing (Walton 1999, pp. 217-220, 221). As we understand it, the rhetoric of belonging may incite the addressees to undergo feelings of both solidarity as well as fear of exclusion, which can be expected to trigger the willingness to accept or reject particular propositions. For instance, when confronted with “You are either with us or against us ” (CNN, 2001), the addressees may become more prepared to commit themselves publicly to anti-terrorist measures and by showing signs of the emotional impact of that message, they will incur some additional obligation to explain any opposition they might want to express to these measures.
In the common folks subtype of ad populum argument the proponent trades on his being a man of the people, just like the members of his audience (pp. 212-214). The appeal is that by being a member of the same group, the opponent can expect him to share the same basic values and beliefs. As we understand this strategy, the proponent tries to trigger emotions such as feelings of solidarity with the speaker, which make it easier for the opponent to accept propositions that the speaker vouches for or at least make it more difficult for her to criticize them. 
A mob appeal is a complex type of argument, typical examples of which can be found in the demagoguery of Hitler, or in the emotional appeals of a union leader in front of a crowd of coal miners (1999, pp. 196-199, 220-221). In Walton’s theory, a mob appeal has four characteristics. First, the speaker uses emotion to create on the addressee’s part a closed-minded attitude and tries to exploit that. Second, the speaker uses the rhetoric of belonging, where “this negative tactic is a method of bolstering closed-mindedness by indicating that there is a penalty for open-mindedness” (p. 221). Third, a mob appeal is directed to the addressee’s (pre-existing) commitments, regardless of their justifiability. Fourth, the speaker portrays himself as part of the audience, as one of the common folks, thereby evoking feelings of solidarity and collectivity.
Like Walton, we want to stress that, depending on situational features, ad populum arguments admit of legitimate as well as of fallacious instances. When examining the dialectic of non-argumentation, in the sections to follow, we shall offer some guidelines for making the distinction. Before doing so, we conclude this section with a case where the emotion at hand clearly fulfills both dialectical functions.

A political declaration of love
Like argumentation scholars, the participants of argumentative dialogues themselves can be aware of the non-negative or even positive effects of the emotions, as Case 3 shows. 

CASE 3: We love Europe!

Matthias Strolz is the front man of a new liberal party in Austria, called Neos, which stands for das Neue Österreich (the new Austria). In Strolz’s view, the European Union should be faced positively, if only because the Europeans need a unified foreign policy to support their values in competition to China and the U.S. The following statements by Matthias Strolz are requoted from a Dutch newspaper interview of January 2014. Strolz explains that when doing politics, your heart should be in it:

Voters first care about emotions, then about personalities, and then about rational arguments. 
		Europe is always sold with rational arguments. That’s why it is so unpopular: Opponents use negative emotional arguments, supporters positive intellectual arguments. Governments conclude that to remain popular, they equally should act in a Euro-skeptical manner. This becomes a competitive game of Brussels-bashing, I prefer to get to the voters with a positive message. We say: We love Europe! 
(Strolz, quoted in De Gruyter, 2014, p. 14; our translation)

Case 3 shows that the use of emotion may simultaneously fulfill both the function of a presentation device as well as that of obtaining concessions. First, the argument suggested by Strolz, when, during the European electoral struggle, he addresses his voters exclaiming “We love Europe!”  or a similar slogan, is that (1) we should vote for a EU friendly party, for the reason that (2) the European project merits our positive evaluation. We did not find this exact slogan elsewhere in Neos’s campaign. Yet, their campaign does breath the spirit that, in general, the unification of Europe deserves our appreciation. Proposition (2) is the evaluative component of Strolz’s declaration of love. Second, Strolz might equally aim at installing a positive feel towards Europe in his readership or auditorium, thereby making them willing to commit themselves, or commit themselves more strongly, to the value of the European unification project. And in so far as the receiver of Strolz’s words shows signs of this positive spirit, Strolz, if he would notice them, could use them to discourage criticism towards his standpoint. Also, there may be an implicit appeal to authority, in so far as Strolz presents himself as a serious politician whose evaluative commitment merits due consideration. In sum, emotion may have more than one use, simultaneously.
In this section, we have seen that emotional contributions can fulfill at least two elementary dialectical functions. Even so, such uses do not exclude their being at odds with the purposes of a persuasion dialogue or critical discussion on other counts. Using emotion as a presentational device or as a means for obtaining concessions may discourage or even prevent the opponent from critically questioning the proponent’s reasoning and thereby obstruct the procedure for resolving a difference of opinion. After all, emotions are typically connected with strong feelings, which may in some situations be inimical to the distanced reflection that is needed during at least some parts of an argumentative exchange in order to arrive at a resolution based upon the merits of the case. This may also happen to be the stance that the opponent takes regarding the proponent’s emotional contributions: that they are not to the point but merely digressions, dodging the issue, exemplars of bluff or humbug, or even pieces of emotional blackmail but no arguments!


3. Non-argumentation in argumentative discourse

In what kind of situation would the extremely harsh verdict of having committed a fallacy of non-argumentation be warranted? Or, if not warranted, at least plausibly justifiable? What indications would make an opponent suspect there having been a fallacy of this kind committed by the proponent? The preceding section made it clear that the proponent’s use of emotional appeals would not suffice. Walton (1992, p.66), when discussing the argumentum ad populum, examines “five major reasons given by the logic textbooks for condemning ad populum argumentation as fallacious.” First, ad populum argument “is an appeal to emotion, the mass enthusiasms or popular sentiments of the crowd.” Second, it “is a subjective argument that directs an appeal at the prejudices or sentiments of a particular audience the argument is designed to persuade.” Third, it constitutes “a failure of relevance …” Fourth, it “assumes a direct relationship between an argument’s validity and its popularity.” This characteristic refers to the popularity subtype of ad populum, rather than to the popular sentiments subtype in which we are primarily interested. The popularity subtype is characterized by argumentation schemes, the “pop scheme” and its variants (Walton, 1999, p. 200), whereas the appeal to popular sentiments is not. Hence, if a case of the popularity subtype of ad populum is fallacious (a “fallacy of popularity”) it will, in pragna-dialectical terms, be an infringement of the argument scheme rule instead of, like cases of non-argumentation, being one of the relevance rule (van Eemeren & Grootendorst, 2004, Ch 8.).   Fifth, it “involves an illicit shift from the critical discussion of an issue to a self-interested bargaining or negotiation dialogue…” Walton regards none of these reasons as individually “sufficient to explain why the argumentum ad populum  is a fallacy.” According to him, whether a fallacy has been committed depends upon whether the “legitimate goals of dialogue” are blocked or hindered (1992, p. 102; 1999, Section 9.10).
	Assuming the goal of dialogue in a given situation to be the resolution on the merits of a difference of opinion, Walton’s approach will sort out fallacious cases, and hence also fallacious cases of ad populum. Yet, his criterion does not suffice to sort out those cases of the argumentum ad populum that are not only fallacious but also display the fallacy of non-argumentation. To sort out the latter, one needs to determine the position of a given case of ad populum in the argumentative exchange. For not all cases of fallacious appeal to popular sentiments are cases of non-argumentation. For instance, an appeal to such sentiments to evade the burden of proof for one’s standpoint counts as a fallacy of evading the burden of proof and not as a fallacy of non-argumentation since in the latter the appeal to popular sentiments is presented as a way to meet one’s burden of proof (and hence implies a recognition of this burden of proof). In pragma-dialectical terms: Evading the burden of proof is a fallacy of the opening stage whereas non-argumentation is one of the argumentation stage (van Eemeren & Grootendorst, 1992, pp. 209, 210; 2004, pp. 167-168, 171, 191-192).
	We here formulate a set of six necessary conditions, which together delineate those situations in which one could arguably speak of a fallacy of non-argumentation (though one could still be put in the wrong on this point): (1) There must be a context of dialogue (explicit or implicit) about some issue. (2) There must be a standpoint presented by one of the discussants. (3) This standpoint must have been called into question. (4) There must be a (presupposed) background of shared material and procedural commitments allowing argumentative exchanges on the issue. (5) There must be a proponent/protagonist who accepts a burden of proof for the standpoint. (6) Given (1)-(5), the proponent tries to make the other concede the standpoint without presenting any argument, but doing something else that he passes off as argumentation.
	An additional condition characterizes the ad populum variety of non-argumentation: (7) The means the proponent uses consist of appeals to popular sentiments luring the interlocutor into accepting the standpoint.
	By these lights, the non-argumentation fallacy presupposes that the proponent has accepted the burden of proof (condition 5). In this respect, it clearly differs from the fallacy of evading the burden of proof. However, since both types of fallacy may appeal to the same sentiments (popular sentiments, diffidence), Van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1992, p. 209-210, 216) mention appeal to diffidence (“personal guarantee of the rightness of the standpoint,” “Argumentum ad verecundiam2”), but not appeal to popular sentiments, as a way to evade the burden of proof. Both are mentioned as variants of non-argumentation (1992, p. 210, “parading one’s own qualities” and “ playing on the emotions of the audience;” p. 216 “Argumentum ad verecundiam;” p. 213, “Argumentum ad populum2”). it will in practice often be difficult or even impossible to make the distinction.


4. The charge of non-argumentation

In this paper, we aim at a conception of non-argumentation, and more in particular the ad populum variant of it, by examining sequences of dialogue moves that may follow upon an alleged occurrence of non-argumentation. If the opponent is confronted with what she conceives of as an example of non-argumentation, Note that from a theoretical viewpoint it could be just a case of very weak or bad argumentation, instead of non-argumentation. she has a number of possible reactions at her disposal, which we shall list in this section. 
	One quite extreme reaction would be to just accept the non-argumentation as if it equaled argumentation. She might even make her acceptance overt by venting an ad populum of her own. Thus, if the proponent defends his resistance to same sex marriage by saying "I believe that marriage is the union of one man and one woman. … It's what I grew up with. It's what I believe. It's what my church teaches me," the opponent may go along with him and try to restore the emotional balance by retorting "Well, in my Unitarian church, we feel that all you need is love!" Clearly, such a lenient attitude towards non-argumentation brings the risk that genuine considerations pro and con remain unexpressed. We will not further explore how such dialogues may develop, given that they do not shed light on the reasonableness or unreasonableness of (charges of) non-argumentation.
	To abandon the discussion would be another extreme response. The opponent may explain her abandonment by pointing out that the proponent, by committing the fallacy of non-argumentation, forfeits his chance at “winning” the dialogue. Barth and Krabbe (1982, p. 63) propose a rule according to which you can “withdraw from the discussion without losing it,” if the other side commits a rule-violation (rule FD E5). They also suggest strengthening this rule to one that makes the perpetrator lose and his victim win the discussion (rule FD E5super). Such a legalistic response can be highly appropriate, we think, but generally only in situations where the disputant charged with a fallacy had an opportunity to defend himself against the charge, or to correct his mistake. Without such an opportunity, abandoning the dialogue would mostly be premature. For the same reason as in the case of the sheer acceptance of non-argumentation, we will not further explore how such dialogues may (fail to) develop.
	Generally, if a proponent has advanced some nugget of argumentation, an opponent can request for an elaboration of the proponent’s case by requesting him to offer more in support of his position. This is, however, not an option for an opponent who believes to have been confronted with non-argumentation. There is, as far as she can see, nothing to fortify. In their criticism of respectively Case 1(b) (Giuliano) and 1(d) (Boehner), Chait and Leon disregard the nuggets of argumentation (based on tradition or the authority of a church) present in these contributions, i. e. they do not consider them as arguments.  However, it is possible that the opponent reckons with the possibility that she failed to fully grasp the proponent's response: Did she miss his argument or did he really fail to offer any evidence? In such a case she may request a clarification. This kind of move can be seen as an intermezzo preparing the parties for a critical exchange on the merits of what would turn out to be the proponent’s actual argument.
	As soon as it becomes clear to the opponent that the proponent has offered no argument whatsoever, she can make it clear to the proponent that, as far as she reads his response, he failed to provide her with genuine argumentation and, to make an issue of it, say something to the effect of "That's no argument!" The filing of this charge of non-argumentation needs to be explored in some detail, for the ensuing dialectical exchange is essential for our characterization of non-argumentation as a dialectical move. 
The charge of non-argumentation is focused at whatever the proponent has put forward in his previous turn where he should have given an argument but where, in the opponent's eyes, he didn't do so. It's illocutionary force is that of an assertion. Consequently, the opponent, if challenged, incurs a burden of proof herself for the propositional content of the charge. The charge appeals to a norm according to which the proponent’s response to a request for argumentation should be a relevant reason in favor of whatever was challenged by the opponent. Finally, it changes the level of the dialogue as it initiates a metadialogue, given that the direct topic of the charge, as well as of any direct response to the charge, is the admissibility of the proponent's previous contribution and not or at most only in a highly indirect manner the acceptability of the proponent's standpoint. For the four parameters used here; focus, force, norm, and level, see Krabbe & van Laar (2011). 
	As a standard, albeit somewhat overly verbose, way of phrasing this kind of charge of non-argumentation, we propose the following: “In your previous move, you ought to have advanced an argument in favor of proposition S, given that earlier you incurred the obligation to defend S, which has and not yet been discharged, and that you even accepted this burden of proof; however, in your previous move you did not provide any proposition that could constitute (part of) a full-fledged argument, either for S or for something closely resembling S; instead, showing your own emotion and/or arousing my emotions, you invoked either popular sentiments or feelings of awe (when appealing to personal trustworthiness or expertise) or feelings that make laugh, cry, fear, pity, et cetera, acting as if such invocations fulfill the function of an argument in favor of S.” We abbreviate this message as: “That’s no argument!” We recognize that the utterance "That's no argument" can and is also used to charge the interlocutor with having provided argumentation that is probatively irrelevant or argumentation that, though relevant, is overly weak. In this paper, we restrict our attention to occurrences of this charge in which the opponent means literally what she says.
	This message can be presented in different ways and we want to point out three variants. First, it can be presented in a straightforward manner, more or less instantiating the standard phrase that we introduced above but often doing so rather bluntly as exemplified by Chait and Leon in Case 1, and Baughan in Case 2, above. 
	Second, a charge of having committed the fallacy of non-argumentation can be phrased in a more tentative, polite, face-saving, or – generally – more rhetorically apt manner. For example, the charge could be phrased in a questioning mode: "As far as I know, your last contribution might amount to no more than non-argumentation. Can you show me wrong?"
	Third, the same message can sometimes be conveyed by means of a counter-ad populum. Above, we used the Unitarian church response as an example of a response that is extreme because it deals with non-argumentation as being simply acceptable. However, the same sentence can be used ironically to convey a quite different message when the opponent makes it clear, for instance by her tone of voice, that she is showing how fruitless an ad populum non-argumentation really is. In that case, the proponent must interpret her “ad populum” as an attempt at refutation by parallel reasoning: “I respond in this non-argumentative way and this is a clearly unacceptable way of responding. My response and your response are relevantly similar. Therefore, your response is unacceptable.” 
An example of this ad populum charge by means of parallel reasoning occurred in a recent performance of Theo Maassen’s, a Dutch comedian known for his coarsely formulated criticisms (Case 4). 

CASE 4: Black Pete

In the Netherlands, the feast of St Nicholas is among the most popular feasts, and it involves besides the character of St Nicholas, the character of his black servant: Black Pete (also plural: black Petes). The black Petes act as St Nicholas’ helpers, acting in funny, not too smart, formerly quite threatening, but nowadays mostly extremely friendly ways. In the last few years, this character of Black Pete has been increasingly criticized as a racist element in the festivities. 
	Now, someone might argue that Black Pete should be with us to stay because he is providing a larger number of people pleasure than that of the people he is providing pain. In his televised New Years Eve show of 2013, Theo Maassen classified this line of reasoning as non-argumentation: 

	But that is no argument, right? Because then we should also accept 	that collective rape should be with us to stay. (Maassen, 2013, quoted from memory, our translation) 


5. Reactions to the charge of non-argumentation

For a proponent confronted with a charge of having committed the fallacy of non-argumentation, whatever the precise mode of presentation of the challenge may have been, there are in principle two options: The proponent may either concede to have committed the fallacy or he may criticize the charge as being unjustified. In both cases the proponent may qualify his reaction. In the first case, he may concede that what he said was not really an argument but hasten to explain how his contribution should have be phrased. In the latter case, he could criticize the charge while conceding that, at first sight, his contribution, though presenting an argument, might not seem to do so. But the principal dichotomy is between agreement with the critic, in which case the proponent ought to retract or repair his fallacious move, and criticizing the critic, in which case the allegedly fallacious move is retained. Criticizing the critic of  his appeal to popular sentiments, a proponent may ignore any objections the critic put forward and continue steamrollering the other in the same emotional vein. He may even indignantly abandon the discussion. But another way to criticize the critic would consist of trying to further explain and expand the allegedly fallacious move and thus giving the move a more argumentative twist.
	Since fallacy charges have the force of assertions that may be called into question, the same holds for the charge of having committed the fallacy of non-argumentation (“That’s no argument!”). When this assertion is called into question (“Why is it no argument?”), the burden of proof lies on the disputant who advanced the fallacy charge, i.e. the original opponent – now acting as the proponent of the charge; it is up to her to show that there really was no argument. The original opponent, then, will have to take the role of proponent in the ensuing metadialogue. In Case 4, Theo Maassen, as an opponent of the standpoint that Black Pete should be with us to stay, is clearly aware of this burden of proof and tries to discharge it by a parity of reasoning argument. It may of course be doubted whether he demonstrated that there was really no argument at all; perhaps he only made it plausible that the argument given was no good.
	There is, in the metadialogue, no burden of proof on the proponent to show that his alleged argument (decried as non-argumentation) is after all really an argument. But the proponent could voluntarily take on such a burden of proof, saying “But it really is an argument” and then, instead of retracting it, explain how his original contribution could be interpreted as presenting an argument or as a part of one.
	Several means can be used for this end: (1) As we saw, emotions have cognitive, evaluative, and motivational components which can serve to express propositions. If one’s addressee takes one’s emotions for non-argumentation, one may try to make these propositions more explicit. Thus, in Case 2, Linda Donaldson could explain that the emotion about her daughter’s accident serves to express, and get conceded, a premise to the effect that cycling accidents are a serious matter that need to be dealt with. (2) Many contributions that  at first sight seem merely emotional substitutes for arguments contain nevertheless nuggets of argumentation, which could perhaps be expanded to full arguments. Above we saw that in Case 1b Giuliano referred to existing traditions and law and that in Case 1d Boehner referred to the teachings of a church. (3) One could also deny that the emotional parts of one’s contribution are advanced as substitutes for argumentation, by pointing to other parts of it that are clearly argumentative. Thus, in Case 2, Linda Davidson could point to her having argued that (a) there is no proper statistic evidence (making her personal anecdotal evidence more relevant), that (b) accidents do happen to even the best cyclists (which adds more anecdotal evidence), and that seatbelts provide an analogous case. 


6. Defending one’s charge of non-argumentation 

Suppose, the proponent challenges the opponent's charge of non-argumentation; how can she defend her charge to be correct? We distinguish between two ways she can do so. In limiting ourselves to the two ways explained below, we assume that “an argument” is a configuration of one or more propositions, advanced with the apparent aim to convince an opponent of a standpoint. Note that if one starts from a richer notion of argumentation, this would have the consequence that additional defences become available for defending a charge of non-argumentation. For example, if argumentation is supposed to include a “dialectier tier” next to an “illative core” (Johnson 2000), a third way to defend the charge would consist in advancing that the proponent’s contribution, although it might contain an illative core, does not contain a dialectial tier.
	First, she can hold that the proponent's contribution at issue did not express a proposition, neither explicitly nor implicitly, and without any proposition, there cannot have been an argument. This could be a plausible defense when the proponent  simply laughed off the opponent's doubts about his thesis or when he merely yelled in response to her challenges. In cases such as these, although the proponent clearly shows emotion, the emotion remains rudimentary and is not connected with any clearly cognitive, evaluative, or motivational component. 
	Second, the opponent can hold that the proponent's contribution does not contain argumentation, because – although it is expressive of one or more propositions – the combination of these propositions and the standpoint that is to be defended does not exemplify any known argumentation scheme. We use argumentation scheme in an inclusive sense to encompass both deductively valid patterns of reasoning as well as merely defeasibly valid (or cogent) patterns of argumentation. Note that this second defense of the charge of non-argumentation fits the characterization by van Eemeren and Grootendorst of non-argumentation as a contribution "that does not allow the reconstruction of an argument scheme that would establish an argumentative connection between the propositional content of the argumentation I.e. the set of alleged reasons. that is advanced and the proposition that is expressed in the standpoint" (2004, p. 171). Somewhat confusingly, they characterize non-argumentation as argumentation that does not allow of such a reconstruction.
	Of course, such a defense of the opponent’s charge of non-argumentation is vulnerable to the reply that even though the argument does not fit any known (deductive or defeasible) argumentation scheme, it is an argument all the same, and –the proponent could add– in fact a good one. 
	In both cases, the proponent can proceed with his criticism against the opponent’s defense of the fallacy charge, by challenging the opponent to make it plausible that no proposition has been expressed, or that no known argumentation scheme has been exemplified. However, he also has the option to explain to the opponent what proposition he intended to express or what familiar argumentation scheme he tried to exemplify or what his argumentation, though not exemplifying any familiar scheme, amounts to.

 
7. Advantages of non-argumentation 

Of course, non-argumentation as meant in a charge of non-argumentation (see Section 4) is not tolerable from the perspective of the conversational goal of resolving the dispute that underlies the dialogue. But, as we have seen, whether or not a particular contribution really deserves to be labeled non-argumentation is not in every situation crystal clear. So, what looks like non-argumentation to the opponent need not really be non-argumentation, as the participants may find out in a further development of their dialogue – for if the display of emotion happens to express a part of the proponent's argument or to function as a device to obtain a concession from the opponent or both then the contribution cannot be disqualified as being non-argumentation, although it may have looked like a case of non-argumentation at some point.
	How about a contribution that really does not fulfill any argumentative function? Might not such a contribution have virtues of its own, possibly even dialectical virtues? We think so. First, the proponent may feel the need to vent his emotions or to arouse the opponent's emotions so as to clear the air, In a quarrel as well as in other kinds of eristic dialogue, the venting of emotions may be instrumental for the participants both in realizing their individual aims of settling the social hierarchy in their favour as well as in clearing the air and in reaching a social accommodation that is agreeable to both (cf. Walton and Krabbe, 1995, pp. 76-79). aiming to continue the exchange of reasons and critical responses as soon as both participants are rightly attuned to resolving their dispute. A good laugh, or a good cry, even if it happens to constitute non-argumentation, might be needed for the parties to facilitate their argumentative exchange. Second, the proponent may want to adjourn the current argumentative exchange and replace it by an emotional exchange because he supposes that an emotional intermezzo will, in the end, enhance a later argumentative discussion. Possibly, the proponent surmises that the opponent has not yet fully disclosed her real position, and considers it to be important to get her to show her real emotions. By disclosing her feelings, the opponent will commit herself to a number of new propositions, which may provide starting points for a resumed and, or so the proponent hopes, more fruitful or honest dialogue. Third, it may be advantageous to abandon the argumentative dialogue without intending to resume it, for the reason that other purposes prevail over dialectical ones. Not all disputes need to be resolved on the basis of arguments and critical tests and the participants could be right in supposing that they had better settle their current dispute by means of a non-argumentative exchange of emotions. For example, a valuable friendship or a love affair  may sometimes best be served by leaving a dispute unresolved.


8. Draw-backs of criticizing non-argumentation

Generally, criticism, also fallacy criticism, is a good thing that helps to keep the argumentative process on track. But there is always the danger that the emotions that go with one’s criticism will lead the interlocutor away from seriously considering the criticism and even make him abandon the discussion. This is especially the case when emotion-related fallacies such as non-argumentation are criticized.
	We do not want to say that one should never express a fallacy charge but rather that in many cases it may be worthwhile to consider whether other means are not more efficient to reach the goal of conflict resolution on the merits. 
	In the case of the ad populum variety of non-argumentation, one may think of first having a careful check whether the expressed popular sentiments do not serve one (or both) of the two legitimate purposes discussed in Section 2: Perhaps they serve as a mode of presentation of an argument or as a request to obtain concessions. In the former case, it would be opportune to try to come to an agreement about what argument has been presented and in the latter case to see which concessions could be granted. In neither case would a fallacy charge be appropriate. 
	But even if no such function can be ascribed to the proponent’s expression of popular sentiments, one may still opt for the strategy of asking for clarification (see Section 4) rather than for that of putting forward a fallacy charge. Clarification by the proponent could yield an argument – perhaps one that was not really there before – and thus the discussion would be put back on the argumentative track. After all, if no argument results, it will still be possible to charge the proponent with the fallacy of non-argument. The opponent may even decide to help the proponent in finding a way of interpreting the expressed popular sentiment as an argument. As soon as the proponent agrees that this is the way he wants to argue for his standpoint, the argumentative discussion may be resumed. 
	In case these attempts seem futile and the opponent decides that she wants to put forward the “That’s no argument!” charge, she should consider the best way of presenting the charge (Section 4). We saw that this can sometimes be done by a counter-ad populum but then there is the risk that this will be interpreted as an acceptance of the use of ad populum. Thence the discussion could easily downgrade to a mere exchange of opposing popular sentiments, or worse. The straightforward approach fares hardly any better. Putting forward a fallacy charge of non-argumentation is extremely risky but if one has to do it, one should take care to do so in a rhetorically apt and face-saving way.  


 9. Conclusion: A dialectic of non-argumentation

It is clear that emotions can be used in argumentative dialogue in a manner that is congenial to or at least consistent with the arguers' dialectical purposes but also as a substitute for genuine argumentation that leads the dialogue astray. In real-life examples, this is often a subtle issue and in order for the dialogue participants to examine for themselves how to judge doubtful cases, they need to be able to raise and discuss a “point of order” (Hamblin, 1970). For such cases, the rules of dialogue need to provide the option of a charge of non-argumentation, as well as a framework allowing a reasonable examination of the issue. In this paper, we have explored the options of the dialogue participants within such a setting, summarized in Figure 1, and thus given an outline of a dialectic of non-argumentation.
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		P: S




		O: Why S?



		P: [ (Alleged) non-argumentation, e.g. by appeal to popular sentiments]



O: That's no argument!	O: [Acceptance]			O: [Abandonment]
			



P: Why is it no argument?	P: [Explanation of how 	P: T so S 	P: [Abandonment]
it expresses an argument]	[Acceptance charge]



O: No proposition has been expressed	O: When juxtaposed to your standpoint, the 						propositions expressed do not exemplify any known 					argumentation scheme



P: Explanation of how it	P: T so S		P: [Abandonment]
expresses an argument	[Acceptance charge]

























Figure 1. A dialectic of non-argumentation

	At line 1 of Figure 1 (the topline), the proponent (P) advances a standpoint (S). At line 2 , the opponent (O) challenges P to defend S. Now P is expected to advance an argument to support S but at line 3 P provides (really or seemingly) only non-argumentation. There are now, basically, only three options for O (line 4): (1) advancing a fallacy charge “That’s no argument” and thus shift the discussion to a metalevel; (2) accepting P’s contribution at line 3; and (3) abandoning the discussion. Line 5 shows four possible ways P may react to the fallacy charge of non-argumentation: (1) challenging the charge; (2) trying to explain the contribution at line 3 in order to convince O that the challenge was unjustified; (3) accepting the charge as justified and replacing the contribution at line 3 by an argument for S; and (4) abandoning the discussion. Line 6 shows two ways O may try to meet the challenge at line 5: (1) claiming a lack of propositional content; and (2) claiming the absence of any argumentation scheme. Line 7 shows possible further moves for P in these two cases.
	We hypothesize that a normative model for persuasion dialogue that aims to include rules for dealing with non-argumentation as well as the examination of charges of non-argumentation, needs to provide the participants with such prima facie rights and obligations as make it possible to execute the dialogues indicated in the branches of this profile of dialogue. Thus, the model would implement the dialectical ideal that the dialogue participants themselves are in charge of the place of emotion in their dialogues. 
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